Media alternatives for the collection, culture and freezing of mouse and cattle embryos.
The replacement of biological products in media for the collection, culture and freezing of mammalian embryos was studied. To test the hypothesis that chemically defined surfactants can replace bovine serum albumin (BSA) or serum in embryo media, morula-stage mouse and cattle embryos were collected, cultured, and/or frozen in the surfactant compound, VF5. Collection efficiency of mouse and cattle embryos did not differ whether the medium contained serum or surfactant. In addition, morula-stage mouse and cattle embryos developed and hatched at similar rates in culture media containing either BSA or surfactant. Although the freeze/thaw survival and development in culture of bovine embryos was not significantly different in any of the media, there was a significantly lower hatching rate of mouse embryos frozen with serum or surfactant than with cryoprotectant alone or with cryoprotectant plus albumin-free serum. However, the absence of serum or surfactant in embryo freezing media resulted in embryo loss, presumably due to stickiness. The data suggest that serum can be replaced by a chemically defined surfactant in mouse and cattle embryo transfer systems for the collection, culturing and freezing of embryos. It is likely that the beneficial effects of serum are due to its surfactant properties.